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What Comes NextGrove/Atlantic, Inc.
The book that turns our understanding of motivation on its head . . . and shows why most companies get it wrong. There are few people with
more experience and accumulated wisdom about the inner workings of business and how people can work together more effectively than Jon
Katzenbach. His groundbreaking research has resulted in several important books, including The Wisdom of Teams and Real Change
Leaders. Over the past several years he has turned his attention to one of the perennial questions of leaders everywhere: How do I motivate
my employees? Most everyone frets about how to devise schemes that will keep the troops revved up. Conventional wisdom—or at least the
practice at most companies—often centers on money as the primary motivating force. Many also rely on intimidation, which like money
generally has a short-term impact. But what Katzenbach has found in his research at many organizations is that both of these practices do
little to build the long-term sustainability of an organization. For that you need a powerful force that has been—until this point—understood by
few managers and implemented by fewer still: pride. From the front lines to the executive suite, most people are motivated by feelings of
accomplishment, approval, and camaraderie. It’s why the best employees strive well beyond performance levels that will yield them higher
pay and why most true professionals relentlessly avoid retirement. Why does Southwest Airlines consistently turn in the highest levels of
performance and profitability of any company in the airline business? What can the U.S. Marines teach us about individual commitment that
can be used in the for-profit world? How is General Motors overcoming its history of labor-management enmity through the efforts of “pridebuilders” from both the union and the management side? By drawing on what he has learned from these and many other organizations, Jon
Katzenbach provides a practical program for understanding the role of pride: • Money is not the motivator most people think it is: Katzenbach
shows why pay-for-performance programs by themselves result in employees who focus on self-serving behavior and skin-deep
organizational commitment. • Money tends to be a short-term motivational device and works best during times of growth, but pride works in
bad times as well as good. • Cultivating pride is an investment that yields high returns on workforce performance over time and is not nearly
as costly as relying solely on monetary compensation and the turnover risks that accompany a “show me the money” culture. Katzenbach
shares unique insights and specifics about how the best mid-level pride-builders take advantage of the world’s greatest motivational force
even in environments as challenging as General Motors and Aetna. He shows how managers at every level are missing a powerful lever if
they are not instilling pride as a primary force for building their organization. Also available as an eBook.
“Powerful and raw, harrowing, and unsentimental.” —Washington Post Book World “Chilling, completely credible….[An] absolutely gripping
story.” —Chicago Tribune “Mr. Lehane delivers big time.” —Wall Street Journal In Gone, Baby, Gone, the master of the new noir, New York
Times bestselling author Dennis Lehane (Mystic River, Shutter Island), vividly captures the complex beauty and darkness of working-class
Boston. A gripping, deeply evocative thriller about the devastating secrets surrounding a little girl lost, featuring the popular detective team of
Patrick Kenzie and Angela Gennaro, Gone, Baby, Gone was the basis for the critically acclaimed motion picture directed by Ben Affleck and
starring Casey Affleck, Ed Harris, and Morgan Freeman.
At a time when massive corporations are collapsing all over the world as a result of fraudulent behavior at the top, this timely novel sheds
light on business ethics and corporate corruption. The analyst, Henry Sinclair, is a financial newspaper columnist tempted by a plot to profit
from his fame by hyping the business interests of a new set of powerful friends. When he becomes enmeshed in a world of luxury yachts and
parties, only to have the bank foreclose on his friends' business ventures, Henry is forced to make the difficult choices he had hoped to avoid.
Publisher Fact Sheet Renowned business teams expert reveals what motivates employees to succeed.
A nice New England family has a dark secret in this “superb exercise in suspense” from the New York Times–bestselling author (TheNew
York Times Book Review). Megan and Duncan Richards are no longer the radical activists they were in 1968. He’s a banker, and she works
in real estate. They have a fine house, impeccable reputations, and three beautiful kids. Their past is safely stashed away until the day
Duncan gets a call from the woman he’s spent decades trying to forget. Once, he knew her as Tanya, the charismatic leader of Northern
California’s militant Phoenix Brigade. She had orchestrated their last robbery—a catastrophe that ended in bloodshed and murder. While
Megan and Duncan escaped to their new lives, Tanya wasn’t so lucky. She’s spent eighteen years in prison . . . eighteen years planning the
perfect revenge on her deserters. Now she’s free, and there isn’t a soul Megan and Duncan can turn to for help. What happens when a
family is pushed to the brink? The answer “is the stuff of which parents’ nightmares—and well-crafted novels—are made” (The Atlanta JournalConstitution). “Day of Reckoning is dynamite.” —Chicago Tribune “Gripping.” —The Washington Post
Nestled at the foot of a mesa where the Kokati Indians still practice their ancient rituals in their isolated pueblo, the small town of Borrego
becomes the focus of an insidious force that has targeted the teenagers of the New Mexico hamlet
The definitive classic on high-performance teams The Wisdom of Teams is the definitive work on how to create high-performance teams in
any organization. Having sold nearly a half million copies and been translated into more than fifteen languages, the authors’ clarion call that
teams should be the basic unit of organization for most businesses has permanently shaped the way companies reach the highest levels of
performance. Using engaging case studies and testimonials from both successful and failed teams—ranging from Fortune 500 companies to
the U.S. Army to high school sports—the authors explain the dynamics of teams both in great detail and with a broad view. Their conclusions
and prescriptions span the familiar to the counterintuitive: • Commitment to performance goals and common purpose is more important to
team success than team building. • Opportunities for teams exist in all parts of the organization. • Real teams are the most successful
spearheads of change at all levels. • Working in teams naturally integrates performance and learning. • Team “endings” can be as important
to manage as team “beginnings.” Wisdom lies in recognizing a team’s unique potential to deliver results and in understanding its many
benefits—development of individual members, team accomplishments, and stronger companywide performance. Katzenbach and Smith’s
comprehensive classic is the essential guide to unlocking the potential of teams in your organization.

In a global survey by the Katzenbach Center, 80 percent of respondents believed that their organization must evolve to succeed.
But a full quarter of them reported that a change effort at their organization had resulted in no visible results. Why? The fate of any
change effort depends on whether and how leaders engage their culture: the self-sustaining patterns of behaving, feeling, thinking,
and believing that determine how things are done in an organization. Culture is implicit rather than explicit, emotional rather than
rational—that's what makes it so hard to work with, but that's also what makes it so powerful. For the first time, this book lays out
the Katzenbach Center's proven methodology for identifying your culture's three most critical elements: traits, characteristics that
are at the heart of people's emotional connection to what they do; keystone behaviors, actions that would lead your company to
succeed if they were replicated at a greater scale; and authentic informal leaders, people who have a high degree of “emotional
intuition” or social connectedness. By leveraging these critical few elements, you can tap into a source of catalytic change within
your organization. People will make an emotional, not just a rational, commitment to new initiatives. You will elicit enthusiasm and
creativity and build the kind of powerful company that people recognize for its innate value and effectiveness.
Most teams underperform. Yours can beat the odds. If you read nothing else on building better teams, read these 10 articles.
We’ve combed through hundreds of articles in the Harvard Business Review archive and selected the most important ones to help
you assemble and steer teams that get results. Leading experts such as Jon Katzenbach, Teresa Amabile, and Tamara Erickson
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provide the insights and advice you need to: Boost team performance through mutual accountability Motivate large, diverse groups
to tackle complex projects Increase your teams’ emotional intelligence Prevent decision deadlock Extract results from a bunch of
touchy superstars Fight constructively with top-management colleagues
Jeffrey Clayton, a professor of abnormal psychology, believes that his father had committed suicide after killing a student more
than twenty years ago, but when odd messages appear and a murder takes place in his quiet neighborhood, he knows that it is his
father and he must find him before it is too late
The Upper Valley of Vermont and New Hampshire is a rural region that lies on either side of the Connecticut River. It is a place
populated by wealthy and working class people, a place where people feel safe. But when a serial killer begins to target young
women, everything changes.
There's nothing in a glorious summer's day to suggest anything even remotely sinister. In fact, Alex Callahan, a news
correspondent, surprises himself by enjoying the Renaissance Faire that his six-year-old twins, Kevin and Sean, have forced him
to visit. The boys are delighted by the jugglers and magicians, jesters and foodmongers dressed in full Elizabethan costume. But
it's the joust that the boys have really been waiting to see. Alex takes a break to watch, while keeping half an eye on the twins, but
when he turns to see how they are enjoying themselves, they're nowhere to be seen. The perfect day has turned into every
parent's nightmare. His sons have disappeared, and Alex is an immediate suspect. But no one can explain the bizarre origami
figure he finds after he returns to his empty house. Or the bowl of water that has been left on the top shelf of the wardrobe. Or, the
T-shirt soaked in blood... As police attention to the case wanes, Alex's own investigations uncover a sinister, underground world
that he never dreamed existed. A world where reality is portrayed as illusion, and where the reason behind the twins'
disappearance is more terrifying than anything Alex can imagine...
The Pulitzer Prize–winning journalist “gives a familial face to the mystique of Martha’s Vineyard” in a memoir with “gentle humor
and . . . elegiac sweetness” (Kirkus Reviews). A National Book Critics Circle Award finalist In the 1970s, Madeleine Blais’s in-laws
purchased a vacation house on Martha’s Vineyard. A little more than two miles down a dirt road, it had no electricity or modern
plumbing, the roof leaked, and mice had invaded the walls. It was perfect. Sitting on Tisbury Great Pond—well-stocked with
delicious oysters and crab—the house faced the ocean and the sky. Though improvements were made, the ethos remained the
same: no heat, television, or telephone. Instead, there were countless hours at the beach, meals cooked and savored with friends,
nights talking under the stars, until, in 2014, the house was sold. To the New Owners is Madeleine Blais’s “witty and charming . . .
deeply felt memoir” of this house, and of the Vineyard itself, from the history of the island and its famous visitors, to the ferry, the
pie shops, the quirky charms and customs, and the abundant natural beauty. But more than that, this is an elegy for a special
place—a retreat that held the intimate history of her family (The National Book Review).
The Conway's ancestoral home has seen it's fair share of evil deeds, but when the family again takes possession of the hulking
Victorian mansion, even they are unprepared for what awaits them inside. Reprint.
The author of the best-selling The Homing delivers a compelling thriller featuring Seattle journalist Anne Jeffers, whose campaign
to bring a serial killer to the electric chair takes a strange--and terrifying--turn. Reprint. PW.
“Daring and admirable…it’s rare to find a suspense novel with the scope of well-crafted fiction…The Traveler is compulsive
reading.” —Chicago Tribune This suspenseful classic from John Katzenbach, now back in print, reaffirmed his status as one of the
best new thriller writers on the scene. Miami detective Mercedes Barren, recovering from a traumatic shooting, has transferred to
the relative quiet of the forensics department to get her life back on track. Yet this peace is put on hold when she gets a wrenching
phone call: her niece has been brutally murdered. Soon she uncovers the shocking truth: the killer—a professional photographer—is
engaging in “copycat” murders across the country, while forcing a young student to document every horrific crime. The woman—he
calls her “Boswell”—is his stenographer of cruelty. And if she drops her pen, she’ll end up being his next “subject.” As her already
fragile life begins to fall to pieces, Mercedes makes it her mission to track down this cold-blooded killer—even if it means enlisting
the help of his brother, a psychiatrist specializing in sex offenders. But can they catch him before his camera flashes next and
snuffs out another life? Unbearably suspenseful, with believable characters and dialogue second-to-none, The Traveler is pure
John Katzenbach.
When Ashley Freeman, a bright and beautiful young woman, becomes the target of unrelenting obsession on the part of Michael
O'Connell, she and her family struggle to extricate her from her violent admirer, until they are forced to come up with a no-holdsbarred plan to outwit her dangerous stalker. 40,000 first printing.
Recently retired after a prestigious career with the NYPD, homicide detective Dave Gurney is pulled back into service when an old
college friend receives threatening letters from a murderous sender who has an uncanny ability to read a person's thoughts.
A psycho turns fairy-tale endings into nightmares in this “vivid cat-and-mice game” from the New York Times–bestselling author
(William Bayer, Edgar Award–winning author). Karen is a lonely middle-aged doctor with a house in the woods. Sarah is a griefstricken suburban widow who has turned to booze and barbiturates. Jordan is a directionless high school student and a child of
divorce. They are three women with nothing in common but their red hair—until a stranger who calls himself the Big Bad Wolf sends
each one the same chilling letter. Just like vulnerable Little Red Riding Hood, they are going to be stalked and killed—but in three
distinct ways, in three different locations, all on the same fateful day. The one thing this devious madman didn’t count on was the
Reds discovering each other. When authorities refuse to help, Karen, Sarah, and Jordan band together. But as they discover their
power in numbers, how far are they’re willing to go to beat the Wolf at his own game. From the New York Times–bestselling
author of Day of Reckoning comes a “twisted riff” on a Grimm tale (Publishers Weekly). “Must read for thriller fans.”—Booklist,
starred review “Few writers of crime fiction seem to understand the criminal mind as well as Katzenbach.” —People
One man infiltrates the dark web to stop a sadistic game: A Booklist 101 Best Crime Novels of the Past Decade, from the New
York Times–bestselling author. Adrian Thomas is a psychology professor whose career was spent delving into damaged minds.
Diagnosed with a fatal degenerative disease that is causing hallucinations and stripping him of his memories, Adrian wants to end
his life—until he sees a girl snatched off the street and dragged screaming into the back of a van. Dismissed as an unreliable
witness, Adrian must act alone. He knows what he saw, but he has no idea how dark it’s going to get. Out of the basement of their
Massachusetts farmhouse, a sadistic husband and wife run a website called What Comes Next. A global audience of subscribers
is tuning in to watch an ongoing nightmare inflicted in real time—and to cast their votes on the fate of the kidnappers’ latest catch.
For Victim Number Four, time is running out. “An experience akin to riding the scariest roller coaster,” What Comes Next is a bold
and timely thriller about what lurks within the depths of society’s most depraved minds (New York Journal of Books). “Powerful . .
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. fiendish . . . This is an exceptional novel—and a most troubling one.” —The Washington Post “Draw[s] you deeper and deeper into
a chilling atmosphere of evil, darkness, and shadows.” —The Miami Herald “[A] re-imagining of The Pit and the Pendulum for the
digital age.” —Kirkus Reviews
Twenty-five years after she and her brother had fled their tyrannical father, a suicide and a suspect in the heinous murder of a
young student, Susan Clayton receives a threatening message as a serial killer stalks her community. Reprint.
Twenty years after the asylum where he had spent much of his life is closed, Francis Petrel recounts dark memories about the
unsolved murder of a young nurse and anticipates an upcoming reunion with his former fellow patients, an event that is haunted by
the possible return of the killer. Reprint.
After threatening to disinherit his spoiled children and cheating wife, wealthy oil tycoon Arthur Hightower turns up dead, his body
stuffed in a meat locker, his wife Julia charged with the crime, in an inventive mystery novel in which each chapter is written by a
different best-selling author, including William Bernhardt, Phillip margolin, Brad Belzer, Michael Palmer, and Lisa Scottoline.
Reprint.
An all-new approach to understanding the (in)formal connections of an organization From the bestselling coauthor of the business classic The
Wisdom of Teams comes an all-new exploration of the modern workplace, and how leaders and managers must embrace it for success.
Katzenbach and Khan examine how two distinct factions together form the bigger picture for how organizations actually work: the more
defined "formal" organization of a company-the management structure, performance metrics, and processes-and the "informal"-the culture,
social networks, and ad hoc communities that spring up naturally and can accelerate or hinder how the organization works. With dynamic
examples from enterprises around the world, this book takes a timeless organizational approach and creates a powerful paradigm-shifting
tool set for applying it. Includes self-assessment guidelines for senior leaders, front-line managers, and individual contributors Features
organizations in business, government, the nonprofit sector, and academia-including the New York City schools system, Aetna, the Marines,
United Nations, Orpheus Chamber Orchestra, Home Depot, Bell Canada, and the Houston Police Department Leading Outside the Lines
illustrates how leaders can make the two distinct factions work together to get the best of both.
The serene existence of the inhabitants of picture-perfect Secret Cove is shattered by the one-hundred-year anniversary of a young woman's
unspeakable act, and young Melissa Holloway becomes the unwilling receptacle for this legacy of evil
Following the brutal killing of a young girl, Miami reporter Malcolm Anderson becomes obsessed with the search for a ruthless massmurderer, when the killer begins to call him to announce his crimes
"AN ELECTRIFYING MIXTURE OF MYSTERY, ROMANCE, AND HISTORY." --Kirkus Reviews "MAY'S WELL-PLOTTED FOLLOW UP...
AMPLIFIES HIS VIVID PICTURE OF A CHAOTIC, VITAL MODERN-DAY CHINA" --Publishers Weekly Li Yan and Margaret Campbell are
reluctantly reunited, this time to track down a killer reenacting a series of gruesome rituals. The Chinese police have once more been forced
to enlist the services of American forensic pathologist Margaret Campbell, this time to investigate a series of four horrific ritual executions in
Beijing. Detective Li Yan is determined to discover just how one of the victims in particular, an American diplomat, became caught up in the
slaying. And he is arguably even more determined to have nothing to do with Campbell, whom he finds simultaneously too foreign and too . . .
familiar. The personal polarity that once attracted Yan and Campbell again strengthens their professional partnership. Yet the closer they
draw to the truth, the greater the danger posed by a killer prepared to do anything to conceal it.
In The Discipline of Teams, Jon Katzenbach and Douglas Smith explore the often counter-intuitive features that make up high-performing
teams—such as selecting team members for skill, not compatibility—and explain how managers can set specific goals to foster team
development. The result is improved productivity and teams that can be counted on to deliver more than just the sum of their parts. Since
1922, Harvard Business Review has been a leading source of breakthrough ideas in management practice. The Harvard Business Review
Classics series now offers you the opportunity to make these seminal pieces a part of your permanent management library. Each highly
readable volume contains a groundbreaking idea that continues to shape best practices and inspire countless managers around the world.
OVER 2 MILLION COPIES SOLD MOSCOW, 1953. Under Stalin’s terrifying regime, families live in fear. When the all-powerful State claims
there is no such thing as crime, who dares disagree? AN INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER IN OVER 30 LANGUAGES An ambitious secret
police officer, Leo Demidov believes he’s helping to build the perfect society. But when he uncovers evidence of a killer at large – a threat the
state won’t admit exists – Demidov must risk everything, including the lives of those he loves, in order to expose the truth. A THRILLER
UNLIKE ANY YOU HAVE EVER READ But what if the danger isn’t from the killer he is trying to catch, but from the country he is fighting to
protect? Nominated for seventeen international awards and inspired by a real-life investigation, CHILD 44 is a relentless story of love, hope
and bravery in a totalitarian world. From the screenwriter of the acclaimed television series, THE ASSASSINATION OF GIANNI VERSACE:
AMERICAN CRIME STORY.
A reporter is the only hope for an innocent man on death row for murder—while the real killer roams free—in this “riveting, provocative” thriller
(Publishers Weekly). When burnt-out Miami reporter Matt Cowart receives a letter from a death row inmate pleading his innocence, he is
tempted to dismiss it. But as the newspaperman digs into the case of Robert Earl Ferguson, an African American given the death penalty for
the brutal slaying of a white girl, he begins to believe that Ferguson is the real victim of hate and prejudice. And if he doesn’t act, the wrong
man is going to be executed. In the months that follow, Cowart’s investigative articles not only set Ferguson free, but make Cowart a
celebrity and win him a Pulitzer Prize—and set in motion a new chain of unimaginable horror. For there is monster out there, and he is not
through with killing. . . . Includes a preface by the author “Tense, exciting, and very, very real.” —The Detroit News “A classic cat-and-mouse
story.” —Orlando Sentinel “Katzenbach is a skilled storyteller. . . . With admirable subtlety . . . [he] manages to address the disturbing issues
of race and crime. . . . Powerful.” —Chicago Tribune “The criminal mind, racial bias, journalistic ego and the flawed fabric of the American
criminal justice system are potent raw materials for psychological suspense master Katzenbach.” —Publishers Weekly “Terrific . . . His best
book by far.” —Lawrence Block
Dr. Frederick Starks, a New York psychoanalyst on the brink of a much-needed vacation, is plunged into a deadly game of revenge where a
mysterious tormentor waits in the darkness to destroy him.

A grad student and his ex-girlfriend team up to solve a murder in this psychological thriller from the New York Times–bestselling
author of Just Cause. Timothy “Moth” Warner, a Miami PhD student, wakes up on his ninety-ninth day of sobriety with an intense
craving for alcohol. He asks his uncle Ed, a former alcoholic and now successful psychiatrist, to meet him at an AA meeting later
that day. But when Ed doesn’t show up, Moth bikes to his office only to find his uncle lying in a pool of blood. The police
pronounce the death a suicide, but Moth can’t believe it. Devastated and confused, he calls on the only person he thinks he can
trust: Andrea Martine, an ex-girlfriend he has not spoken to in years. Each battling their inner demons, Moth and Andy travel into
dark, unfamiliar territory, intent on uncovering the truth about Ed’s death and circling ever closer to a devious mind that will flinch
at nothing for revenge. A Publishers Weekly top 10 mystery & thriller for fall An Amazon book of the month in the mystery/thriller
category “Katzenbach ratchets up his trademark intensity in The Dead Student.” —Sun Sentinel (South Florida) “A twisted,
compelling tale of death and deceit.” —Lansing State Journal “An intricately woven plot with sensitively drawn characters.” —The
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Washington Times “The Dead Student . . . demonstrates why [Katzenbach] has a place on many ‘must-read author’ lists . . . You
will want to read [it] in one sitting.” —BookReporter “One of the freshest and most unlikely duos to appear in crime fiction.” —Kirkus
Reviews “[A] clever cat-and-mouse thriller.” —Publishers Weekly
Teams are fast becoming a flexible and efficient way to enhance organizational performance. This Harvard Business Review
collection brings together the ideas and research from Jon Katzenbach and Douglas Smith, who argue that we cannot meet the
challenges ahead, from total quality to customer service to innovation, without teams. This collection includes The Wisdom of
Teams and The Discipline of Teams.
L'any 2002, John Katzenbach va sorprendre el món amb El psicoanalista, una novel·la d'una qualitat tan excepcional que
aconseguí enlairar-lo com a mestre del suspens psicològic. Deu anys més tard es traduïa per primera vegada al català, publicada
amb un epíleg de l'autor. «Feliç aniversari, doctor. Benvingut al primer dia de la seva mort.» Així comença l'anònim que rep el
psicoanalista Frederick Starks, i que l'obliga a emprar tota la seva astúcia i rapidesa per esbrinar, en quinze dies, qui és l'autor de
la missiva amenaçadora que promet fer-li la vida impossible. Si no aconsegueix l'objectiu, haurà d'escollir entre suïcidar-se o
veure com, un a un, els seus familiars i coneguts moren per obra d'un psicòpata decidit a portar el desig de venjança fins al final.
Ressenya: «Pocs escriptors semblen entendre les ments criminals tan bé com Katzenbach.» People
A terrifying psychological thriller in which a spate of suicides could just be the work of a serial killer; featuring homicide detectives
Cardinal and Delorme from the award-winning ‘Forty Words for Sorrow’.
To avenge a long-ago death, a killer puts Toby Peters in his sights On December 10, 1938, Atlanta burned again. In the back lot at
David O. Selznick’s studio, sets from a dozen old pictures were pushed together and set alight to provide a backdrop for the
climax of what Selznick promised to be the movie of the century: Gone with the Wind. Toby Peters, then just a studio security
guard, was on hand to help keep the dozens of Confederate extras in line. When the fire was over, he found one of them dead,
impaled on his own sword. Five years later, Toby scratches out a living as a private detective for Hollywood’s finest, several of
whom have just been marked for death. On the back of a cryptic poem is a list of names of men who were on the scene the night
the extra died. Two are already dead. One is Clark Gable. The other is Toby himself.
In the war-torn chaos of Berlin the Jews ran from hide-out to hide-out, hunted down in the name of Nazi purity. Survival was all staying one step ahead of the next train to Auschwitz, one step ahead of almost certain death. But not all the Jews were hunted.
There were hunters too, traitors to their race paid by the Gestapo with the promise of life. And among the hunters none was more
feared than Der Schattenmann - The Shadow Man, lover of death. Now, half a century later in Florida, the symbol of the ultimate
betrayl has some unfinished business. For those who had the strength or luck to outlive the camps the past is catching up with
them - and the past means death. A suicide that may have been murder, a robbery that hides a darker truth: behind both lies the
Shadow Man, and Miami's remaining handful of elderly Jews know they're next on the list - unless they find him first ...
Second Lieutenant Tommy Hart, a navigator whose B-25 was shot out of the sky in 1942, is burdened with guilt as the only
surviving member of his crew. Now he is just another POW at the fiercely guarded Stalag Luft 13 in Bavaria. Then routine comes
to a halt with the arrival of a new prisoner: First Lieutenant Lincoln Scott, an African American Tuskegee airman who instantly
becomes the target of contempt from his fellow soldiers. When a prisoner is brutally murdered, and all the blood-soaked evidence
points to Scott, Hart is tapped to defend the soldier. In a trial rife with racial tension and raw conflict, where the lines between ally
and enemy blur, there are those with their own secret motives, and a burning passion for a rush to judgment, no matter what the
cost.
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